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Quantum phase transitions encompass a
variety of phenomena that occur in quan-
tum systems exhibiting several possible
symmetries. Traditionally, these transi-
tions are explored by continuously vary-
ing a control parameter that connects two
different symmetry configurations. Here
we propose an alternative approach where
the control parameter undergoes abrupt
and time-periodic jumps between only two
values. This approach yields results sur-
prisingly similar to those obtained by the
traditional one and may prove experimen-
tally useful in situations where accessing
the control parameter is challenging.

1 Introduction

Matter can exist in different structural states or
phases that have different properties. The tran-
sitions between phases are characterized by rapid
changes in the properties of the system. The
study and characterization of phase transitions
and critical phenomena is of great physical im-
portance due, among other things, to the appear-
ance of certain universal behaviors [1, 2]. Typi-
cally, the change from one phase to another is
governed by a control parameter (temperature or
other appropriate variable) and the phase transi-
tion is characterized by an order parameter that
is zero in one phase and nonzero in the other.
The way in which this change in the order pa-
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rameter occurs makes it possible to classify the
phase transitions [1, 2].

More recently, the phenomenon of phase tran-
sitions has been extended to the quantum regime,
giving rise to the so-called quantum phase transi-
tions (QPTs) [3, 4, 5]. For this, a physical system
that can exhibit two different symmetries, S1 and
S2, is usually considered. These symmetries are
represented by two Hamiltonians, H1 and H2, re-
spectively, that correspond to different structures
and properties of the system. To study the tran-
sition from one of the symmetries to the other, a
Hamiltonian of the form

H = ξH2 + (1 − ξ)H1 (1)

is considered, where ξ is a dimensionless parame-
ter in the range ξ ∈ [0, 1] that serves as a control
parameter. For ξ = 0 and ξ = 1 the system
exhibits the symmetries S1 and S2, respectively,
while for intermediate values of ξ the symmetry
is not well-defined and there is a competition be-
tween both symmetry phases. Various quanti-
ties, both static and dynamic, have been used to
study and characterize the phase transition that
occurs when the control parameter ξ varies be-
tween 0 and 1. Specifically, it has been shown
that certain properties of the ground state un-
dergo abrupt changes for given intermediate criti-
cal values of ξ, giving rise to the so-called Ground-
State Quantum Phase Transitions (GSQPTs) 1.

1The acronym QPT has traditionally been used to
denote ground-state quantum phase transitions. In the
present work, QPT refers to quantum phase transitions in
general.
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Excited-State Quantum Phase Transitions (ES-
QPTs) have also been reported, characterized by
the appearance of divergences in the level den-
sity at certain excitation energy values (see, e.g.,
Ref. [6] and references therein). Obviously, these
divergences appear in the thermodynamic limit,
where the number of particles tends to infinity.
However, for small systems with finite number of
particles, precursors of these divergences can be
observed.

In recent years, QPTs have been analyzed us-
ing time-periodic Hamiltonians and Floquet the-
ory [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. However, most of
the works have focused on the study of a new
phenomenon, called Floquet Dynamical Quan-
tum Phase Transitions (FDQPTs), characterized
by the appearance of recurrent nonanalytical be-
haviors of certain quantities over time. It is im-
portant to note that this phenomenon is differ-
ent from the GSQPTs and ESQPTs mentioned
above, which have been studied mainly using
time-independent Hamiltonians. The question
that naturally arises is whether GSQPTs and ES-
QPTs can also be analyzed using time-periodic
Hamiltonians and Floquet theory. In this work,
we show that the answer is yes, opening new av-
enues to study experimentally GSQPTs and ES-
QPTs using Floquet engineering.

The structure of the remainder of this work
is as follows. In Section 2, the procedure devel-
oped to study QPTs using Floquet techniques is
described. To facilitate readability, the mathe-
matical validity conditions of this procedure are
detailed in Appendix A. In Section 3, we investi-
gate the application of this technique to a specific
physical model, namely, the Lipkin-Meshkov-
Glick (LMG) model [14, 15, 16]. The obtained re-
sults are analyzed in Section 4. For completeness,
in Appendix B, the proposed Floquet technique is
also applied to a simple two-level model describ-
ing the interaction between individual atoms and
diatomic homo-nuclear molecules. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 presents a summary of the conclusions of
our study

2 Description of Floquet techniques
applied to QPTs

Let us consider a system characterized by a time-
periodic Hamiltonian with period T defined on

t0

T
T + t0

2T
2T + t0

3T

H2

H1

t

H(t)

Figure 1: Sketch of the time-periodic Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2). The quench time t0 can be varied and serves
as a control parameter.

0 ≤ t < T by

H(t) =
{

H2 if t ∈ [0, t0)
H1 if t ∈ [t0, T ),

(2)

and extended periodically for all t (see Fig. 1).
As in the traditional QPTs, H1 and H2 are time-
independent Hamiltonians with symmetries S1
and S2, respectively. The parameter t0 (quench
time) denotes the amount of time per period that
the Hamitonian remains with the symmetry S2,
and will be used as a control parameter. Obvi-
ously, for t0 = 0 and t0 = T the Hamiltonian is
time-independent and equals to H1 and H2, re-
spectively.

Note that in the present case, the Hamiltonian
has a well-defined symmetry at all time instant,
and the periodic transitions between symmetries
S1 and S2 are discontinuous. By contrast, in the
traditional QPTs the transition from S2 to S1 is
continuous, since it is carried out by continuously
varying the control parameter ξ from 0 to 1. Fur-
thermore, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) only has
a well-defined symmetry when the parameter ξ
takes the endpoints 0 or 1. Despite these impor-
tant differences, surprisingly, the time-periodic
Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) shows a very similar be-
havior to that observed in the traditional QPTs
[Eq. (1)], as is discussed below.

Due to the periodicity of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2), Floquet theory [17] can be used to an-
alyze the time evolution of the system. Accord-
ing to Floquet’s theorem, the Schrödinger equa-
tion corresponding to the Hamiltonian (2) pos-
sesses a complete set of solutions of the form
|Ψj(t)⟩ = e−iϵjt/ℏ |Φj(t)⟩, with j ∈ {0, · · · , D −
1}, where D is the dimension of the state space.
The kets |Φj(t)⟩ are T -periodic functions of time
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and are known as Floquet modes. The quan-
tities ϵj are called quasienergies and can (and
will) be taken to lie within the first Brillouin zone
[−πℏ/T, πℏ/T ). Henceforth, we will assume that
the quasienergies are labeled so that ϵj+1 ≥ ϵj .

The calculation of the Floquet modes |Φj(t)⟩
and the quasienergies ϵj requires only the knowl-
edge of the time-evolution operator U(t, 0) from
t = 0 to t ∈ [0, T ]. Since the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2) is piecewise time-independent, U(t, 0) can
be explicitly evaluated, yielding

U(t, 0) =
{

e−itH2/ℏ if t ∈ [0, t0)
e−i(t−t0)H1/ℏe−it0H2/ℏ if t ∈ [t0, T ).

(3)
The first step to calculate |Φj(t)⟩ and ϵj is to ob-
tain the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the oper-
ator

U(T, 0) = e−i(T −t0)H1/ℏe−it0H2/ℏ. (4)

Since this operator is unitary, it possesses an or-
thonormal basis of eigenvectors. These eigenvec-
tors provide the Floquet modes at t = 0, i.e., the
kets |Φj(0)⟩. If λj is the eigenvalue of U(T, 0)
associated with the eigenvector |Φj(0)⟩, the cor-
responding quasienergy is given by

ϵj = iℏ log(λj)/T, (5)

where log denotes the principal value of the log-
arithm. Finally, the Floquet mode at any time t
can be obtained extending periodically the func-
tion

|Φj(t)⟩ = eitϵj/ℏU(t, 0) |Φj(0)⟩ , (6)
with U(t, 0) given by Eq. (3).

It is worth mentioning that the quasienergy ϵj

can be split into a dynamical and a geometrical
contribution as ϵj = Ēj − ℏφj/T , where

Ēj = 1
T

∫ T

0
dt ⟨Φj(t)|H(t)|Φj(t)⟩ (7)

is the mean energy, and

φj = i

∫ T

0
dt ⟨Φj(t)| d

dt
|Φj(t)⟩ (8)

is the geometric phase of the Floquet mode. From
Eqs. (3), (6), and (7), it is easy to see that the
mean energy is given by

Ēj = t0
T

⟨Φj(0)|H2|Φj(0)⟩

+ T − t0
T

⟨Φj(0)|eit0H2/ℏH1e−it0H2/ℏ|Φj(0)⟩ .

(9)

As will be seen below, the quantities ϵj , Ēj ,
and φj can be used to characterize the QPTs
and ESQPTs described in this work. For this
to be possible, the period T must be taken
sufficiently small compared to the characteris-
tic time Tc = 4ℏ/

√
(E1,M − E1,m)(E2,M − E2,m),

where Ej,M and Ej,m are, respectively, the max-
imum and minimum eigenvalues of Hj , with j =
1, 2 (see Appendix A). To avoid having to extend
the spectrum of quasienergies to other Brillouin
zones different from the first one, it is sufficient
to additionally assume that T/T ′

c ≤ π, where
T ′

c = ℏ/ max(|E1,M|, |E1,m|, |E2,M|, |E2,m|) is an-
other characteristic time of the system (see Ap-
pendix A).
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Figure 2: Panel a) shows the dependence of the excita-
tion energies En −E0 on the control parameter ξ for the
time-independent Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), with H1 and
H2 given by the LMG model in Eq. (10). The solid blue
lines correspond to even n and the dashed orange lines
to odd n. Panels b), c), d), and e) refer to the time-
periodic Hamiltonian in Eq. (2), with H1 and H2 given
by Eq. (10) and T = 1/Ω. Panels b) and c) depict, re-
spectively, the differences of quasienergies, ϵn − ϵ0, [cal-
culated using Eq. (5)] and of mean energies, Ēn − Ē0,
[calculated using Eq. (9)] as a function of the dimen-
sionless quench time t0/T , with the same line code as
in panel a). Panel d) shows the geometric phases of the
Floquet modes n = 0, 1, 8, 9, 16, and 17 as a function
of t0/T . Panel e) depicts the differences ϵn+1 −ϵn (solid
lines and left ordinate axis) and φn+1 −φn (dashed lines
and right ordinate axis) as a function of t0/T for n = 0,
8, and 16. These differences are highlighted in panels b)
and d). In all panels N = 20.

3 Physical realization
In order to realize the ideas discussed in the pre-
ceding text, we will use a simple two-level model:
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the LMG model [14, 15, 16]. This model was orig-
inally proposed in the field of Nuclear Physics to
validate many-body approximation methods and
has subsequently been widely used in many dif-
ferent areas. In the field of phase transitions, the
standard LMG Hamiltonian can be understood
as a one-dimensional N -site spin-1/2 lattice with
infinite interaction range [18, 19]. The Hamilto-
nian can be written as Eq. (1) with

H1 = ΩSz

2S
and H2 = −ΩS2

x

ℏS2 , (10)

where Ω is a constant with dimensions
of frequency and collective spin operators
Sβ =

∑N
i=1 si,β , for β = x, y, z, are introduced.

Constant contributions to the Hamiltonian have
been dropped. In this scheme, S = N/2 is the
maximum collective spin. Concerning symme-
tries, the LMG Hamiltonian presents a u(2)
algebraic structure and possesses two dynamical
symmetries: u(2) ⊃ u(1) and u(2) ⊃ so(2) [20].
The symmetries u(1) and so(2) play, respectively,
the role of S1 and S2 in our formalism, and are
realized by the Hamiltonians H1 and H2 in
Eq. (10), respectively. Each of these symmetries
is linked to a different structure (phase) of the
system.

With the purpose of applying Floquet ma-
chinery to the LMG model, the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2) is considered, with H1 and H2 given by
Eq. (10). Under this theoretical framework, the
evolution operator U(T, 0) in Eq. (4), the Floquet
modes in Eq. (6), the geometric phase of the Flo-
quet modes in Eq. (8), and the mean energy of
the Floquet modes in Eq. (9) can be obtained by
analytical expressions. The only numerical task
is the diagonalization of the evolution operator
U(T, 0).

4 Results
The GSQPT and ESQPT appearing in the LMG
model have been studied previously by varying
the control parameter ξ in Eq. (1) (see Ref. [6] and
references therein). This is depicted in Fig. 2.a),
where the excitation energies En−E0 of the time-
independent LMG Hamiltonian in Eqs. (1) and
(10) are plotted with solid blue lines (even n) and
dashed orange lines (odd n) as a function of the
control parameter ξ, which is varied continuously
from ξ = 0 [symmetry u(1)] to ξ = 1 [symmetry
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Figure 3: Panel a) shows the same as Fig. 2.b) but for
N = 50 and using a color scale to indicate the value
of the real part of the two-time correlator in Eq. (11).
Panel b) shows the real part of this two-time correlator
as a function of the dimensionless quench time t0/T
for the Floquet mode with the lowest quasienergy in
the first Brillouin zone. Panel c) shows the real part
of this two-time correlator as a function of the quasi-
energies ϵn − ϵ0 for fixed quench times t0/T = 0.1 (red
dots), t0/T = 0.4 (violet crosses), and t0/T = 0.6 (or-
ange triangles). These values of the quench time are
highlighted in panel a) with vertical red dashed, violet
dot-dashed, and orange dotted lines, respectively. In all
panels, T = 1/Ω.

so(2)]. Two phases are clear: in one [harmonic
u(1) symmetry limit] the excitation energies are
non-degenerated and equally spaced, while in the
other [so(2) symmetry limit] they are degener-
ated in pairs. For the GSQPT the transition is
at ξ = 0.2 in the large-N limit [21, 22]. The cal-
culations presented here are for S = N/2 = 10,
thus finite-N effects are important. In addition,
for the broken-symmetry phase a separatrix line
of higher density of states is clearly observed,
which marks the ESQPT. Different observables
have been used to characterize both GSQPT and
ESQPT always for the time-independent LMG
model [23].

In order to determine if the GSQPT and ES-
QPT can also be identified using Floquet the-
ory with the quench time t0 as the control pa-
rameter, the time-periodic LMG Hamiltonian de-
fined by Eqs. (2) and (10) is now considered. In
this case, instead of the energies En, the Floquet
quasienergies, ϵn, and the mean energies of the

4



Floquet modes, Ēn, have been computed using
Eqs. (5) and (9), respectively. For this model,
it can be easily seen that T ′

c = 1/Ω and, if S is
even, Tc = 4/Ω (see Appendix A). For our calcu-
lations, we have chosen the value of the period to
be T = 1/Ω, so that T/T ′

c = 1 and T/Tc = 1/4.
The results for the differences ϵn−ϵ0 and Ēn − Ē0
as a function of the dimensionless quench time
t0/T are depicted in Figs. 2.b) and 2.c), respec-
tively, with the same line code as in Fig. 2.a). Re-
markably, Figs. 2.b) and 2.c) are almost indistin-
guishable from Fig. 2.a), showing that almost the
same information about the GSQPT and ESQPT
is obtained for the time-periodic system as for the
time-independent Hamiltonian. This is notewor-
thy given that the period T selected for the time-
periodic Hamiltonian is only one quarter of the
characteristic time Tc. Although the values for
the quasienergies and the mean energies shown
in Figs. 2.b) and 2.c) are very similar to each
other, they are not identical. To confirm this,
the dependence on t0/T of the geometric phases
of the Floquet modes, φn = (Ēn − ϵn)T/ℏ, is de-
picted in Fig. 2.d). For the sake of clarity only
the modes n = 0, 1, 8, 9 16, and 17 have been
plotted. As can be seen, although the geometric
phases of the Floquet modes are zero for t0 = 0
and t0 = T , they are generally nonzero for inter-
mediate values of t0. Interestingly, the geometric
phases of the Floquet modes become degenerate
in pairs at approximately the same values of t0 as
the quasienergies, following the values along the
separatrix line in Fig. 2.b). This is shown even
more clearly in Fig. 2.e), where the differences
ϵn+1 − ϵn (solid lines and left ordinate axis) and
φn+1 − φn (dashed lines and right ordinate axis)
are plotted versus the dimensionless quench time
t0/T for n = 0, 8, and 16.

From the above results, it seems clear that
the information about the QPT contained in
the time-independent Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is
retained by the time-periodic Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2) and reflected in the quasienergies, the
mean energies, and the geometric phases of the
Floquet modes. The question then arises whether
it is possible to find an order parameter for the
GSQPT and a good marker for the ESQPT. To
this end, here we propose the real part of the two-
time correlator defined as

fj = ⟨Φj(0)|Sx(T )Sx(0)|Φj(0)⟩ , (11)

where Sx(t) corresponds to the operator Sx ex-

pressed in the Heisenberg picture.
In Fig. 3, the time-periodic LMG Hamiltonian

defined by Eqs. (2) and (10) is again considered
but now for N = 50. The dependence of the
quasienergy differences ϵn − ϵ0 on the dimension-
less quench time t0/T is depicted in Fig. 3.a) with
a color scale that indicates the value of the real
part of the two-time correlator in Eq. (11). In
particular, for the Floquet mode corresponding
to the lowest quasienergy in the first Brillouin
zone [horizontal line at ϵn − ϵ0 = 0 in Fig. 3.a)],
the dependence on t0/T of the real part of this
correlator is depicted in Fig. 3.b). As can be seen,
the quantity Re(f0) behaves as an order param-
eter, since it is zero in one phase and nonzero
in the other, marking clearly the GSQPT around
t0/T = 0.2. The possibility of detecting the ES-
QPT using the quantity Re(fn) is explored in
Fig. 3.c). For this purpose, three vertical lines are
plotted in Fig. 3.a), which mark different quench
times, specifically, t0/T = 0.1 (dashed red line),
0.4 (dot-dashed violet line), and 0.6 (dotted or-
ange line). The dependence of Re(fn) on the
quasienergy difference ϵn − ϵ0 along these three
vertical lines is depicted in Fig. 3.c). For t0/T =
0.1 (red dots), Re(fn) is a smooth function of
ϵn − ϵ0, which is consistent with the fact that for
this quench time the system is at the same phase
for any value ϵn − ϵ0 [see Fig. 3.a)]. By contrast,
for t0/T = 0.4 (violet crosses) and t0/T = 0.6
(orange triangles), abrupt changes are observed
around ϵn−ϵ0 = 0.18 ℏΩ and ϵn−ϵ0 = 0.42 ℏΩ, re-
spectively, which are precisely the values at which
the ESQPTs occur in Fig. 3.a). Therefore, we
conclude that the real part of the two-time cor-
relator in Eq. (11) can be used as a marker for
both GSQPT and ESQPT, and provides relevant
information on the phase diagram of the time-
independent Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) using the
time-periodic Hamiltonian in Eq. (2).

5 Conclusions

In this work, QPTs in a time-independent sys-
tem are proposed to be studied by using a time-
periodic Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian ex-
hibits two different symmetries and periodically
switches from one symmetry to the other. Us-
ing the LMG model and through simple calcula-
tions in the framework of Floquet theory (mostly
analytical except for a matrix diagonalization),
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we show that the relevant information about the
phase diagram of the time-independent system is
retained by the time-periodic Hamiltonian, pro-
vided the period T is chosen to be sufficiently
small compared to a characteristic time of the
system. In particular, the GSQPT and ESQPT
are clearly manifested on the quasienergies, mean
energies, and geometric phases of the Floquet
modes. Furthermore, the real part of the two-
time correlator in Eq. (11) is shown to be a
good marker not only for the GSQPT, but also
for the ESQPT. Consequently, this type of time-
dependent Hamiltonians with periodic quenches
can be used to study and characterize the phase
diagram and critical points of time-independent
systems. This finding opens up new promising
avenues for the use of Floquet machinery in the
field of QPT. In particular, our approach may
be experimentally useful in situations where ac-
cessing the control parameter is challenging, as it
only requires the use of two specific values of this
parameter.
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A Applicability conditions of Floquet
techniques for studying QPT
As in Section 2, let us consider a system charac-
terized by a time-periodic Hamiltonian with pe-
riod T defined on 0 ≤ t < T by Eq. (2), and

extended periodically for all t. We will assume
that the Hamiltonians H1 and H2 are bounded,
and that Ej,M and Ej,m are, respectively, the
maximum and minimum eigenvalues of Hj , where
j = 1, 2.

In order for the Floquet technique developed
in Section 2 to be applicable, it would suffice for
the dynamics associated with the time-periodic
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) to be similar to that of
the time-independent Hamiltonian

Hs =
(

1 − t0
T

)
H1 + t0

T
H2 (12)

for all values of t0 in the interval [0, T ]. In partic-
ular, the time-evolution operators from t = 0 to
t = T should be similar for both Hamiltonians,
i.e.,

e−iHsT/ℏ ≈ e−i(T −t0)H1/ℏe−it0H2/ℏ (13)

for all t0 ∈ [0, T ].
By considering the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff

formula [24]

log
[
e−i(T −t0)H1/ℏe−it0H2/ℏ

]
= − iHsT

ℏ
+ ∆(t0) + · · · ,

(14)

with
∆(t0) = −(T − t0)t0

2ℏ2 [H1, H2], (15)

it can be concluded that one possible condition
for both dynamics to be similar could be that
∥∆(t0)∥ is sufficiently small for all t0 ∈ [0, T ],
where ∥ · ∥ denotes a certain matrix norm. Here,
we will use the spectral norm ∥ · ∥2 (see, e.g.,
Ref. [25]), which for a certain operator A is de-
fined as ∥A∥2 =

√
λM(A†A), where λM(A†A) is

the largest eigenvalue of A†A.
It should be noted that since any operator

commutes with another proportional to the iden-
tity operator I, the Hamiltonians H1 and H2
in Eq. (15) can be replaced without changing
the value of ∆(t0) by H1(α1) = H1 + α1I and
H2(α2) = H2 + α2I, respectively, where α1 and
α2 are two arbitrary constants. This change also
does not affect the following terms of the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula in Eq. (14), since
these can also be expressed as commutator nest-
ings of the operators H1 and H2 [24]. As we will
see later, the values of α1 and α2 will be chosen
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in such a way that the upper bound for ∥∆(t0)∥2
is as low as possible.

Taking into account that the spectral norm is
sub-additive, i.e., ∥A + B∥2 ≤ ∥A∥2 + ∥B∥2, and
sub-multiplicative, i.e., ∥AB∥2 ≤ ∥A∥2∥B∥2, and
given that (T − t0)t0 ≤ T 2/4 for all t0 ∈ [0, T ], it
is easy to see that

∥∆(t0)∥2 ≤ T 2∥H1(α1)∥2∥H2(α2)∥2
4ℏ2 . (16)

From the definition of the spectral
norm, it follows that ∥Hj(αj)∥2 =
max(|Ej,M − αj |, |Ej,m − αj |), for j = 1, 2.
Therefore, the smallest values of ∥Hj(αj)∥2 are
attained when αj = (Ej,M + Ej,m)/2, and are
equal to (Ej,M − Ej,m)/2. Substituting these
values into Eq. (16), we obtain that

∥∆(t0)∥2 ≤
(

T

Tc

)2
, (17)

where the characteristic time

Tc = 4ℏ√
(E1,M − E1,m)(E2,M − E2,m)

(18)

has been introduced. According to all the afore-
mentioned, a condition for the Floquet techniques
developed in Section 2 to be applicable to the
study of quantum phase transitions is that the
period T is sufficiently small compared to the
characteristic time Tc in Eq. (18).

It is important to note that the previous con-
dition does not guarantee that all eigenvalues
of Hs are necessarily within the first Brillouin
zone. In fact, it is easy to see that it is al-
ways possible to ensure that none of these eigen-
values lies within that zone, without modifying
the system’s dynamics, simply by adding a con-
stant term to the Hamiltonian H(t). A suffi-
cient condition for all eigenvalues of Hs to be
within the first Brillouin zone can be obtained
by imposing that ∥Hs∥2 ≤ πℏ/T for all values
of t0. Since ∥Hs∥2 ≤ max(∥H1∥2, ∥H2∥2) =
max(|E1,M|, |E1,m|, |E2,M|, |E2,m|), an alternative
sufficient condition is given by T/T ′

c ≤ π, with
the characteristic time

T ′
c = ℏ

max(|E1,M|, |E1,m|, |E2,M|, |E2,m|) . (19)

If the period T is sufficiently small compared to
the characteristic time Tc in Eq. (18) but some

eigenvalue of Hs lies outside the first Brillouin
zone, it would be necessary to extend the corre-
sponding quasienergy of the time-periodic Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (2) to the appropriate Brillouin zone
in order to achieve a good agreement.

For the LMG model considered in Sections 3
and 4, H1 = ΩSz/(2S) and H2 = −ΩS2

x/(ℏS2),
where Ω is a constant with dimensions of fre-
quency. Therefore, assuming that S is even, we
have that E1,M − E1,m = E2,M − E2,m = ℏΩ, and
consequently Tc = 4/Ω. It is worth noting that
the results presented in Section 4 are surprisingly
good, despite having chosen a period T that is
only a quarter of the time Tc. Furthermore, since
T ′

c = 1/Ω, a sufficient condition for all eigenval-
ues of Hs to lie within the first Brillouin zone is
ΩT ≤ π, which is satisfied for the period T = 1/Ω
used in Section 4.

To illustrate the aforementioned, we propose a
technique to quantify the deviation of our calcu-
lations in relation to the static model. Firstly,
we compute the quasienergies and the mean en-
ergies of the Floquet modes for various values of
the period T as a function of the quench time t0.
Then, we compare the results obtained with those
provided by the static Hamiltonian in Eq. (12)
for the same values of T and t0. Specifically, for
each considered value of T , we calculate the dif-
ferences en(t0) − En(t0) for all states n as a func-
tion of the quench time t0, where en represents
either the quasienergies or the mean energies cor-
responding to the time-periodic Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2), and En(t0) represents the eigenvalues of
the static Hamiltonian in Eq. (12). We select the
maximum value

D(T ) = max
{n,t0}

[
|en(t0) − En(t0)|

]
, (20)

which corresponds to the maximum deviation
with respect to the static LMG model, and we
plot this value against the dimensionless period
T/Tc (Fig. 4). The blue solid lines in both pan-
els of Fig. 4 represent the maximum deviation of
quasienergies, while the orange dashed lines cor-
respond to the mean energies. It is worth noting
that for T ≥ π/Ω = πTc/4, there are eigenval-
ues of the static Hamiltonian Hs that do not be-
long to the first Brillouin zone. For this reason, if
the quasienergies are restricted to the first Bril-
louin zone, a discontinuity appears at T/Tc = π/4
(dashed green vertical lines), as can be observed
in panel a) of Fig. 4. This discontinuity arises due
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Figure 4: Dependence on the dimensionless period T/Tc of the maximum deviations between the results obtained
for the time-periodic Hamiltonian H(t) [Eq. (2)] and those obtained with the static Hamiltonian Hs [Eq. (12)] for
the LMG model. The maximum deviations obtained by comparing the quasienergies of H(t) with the corresponding
eigenvalues of Hs are represented by solid blue lines, while the maximum deviations obtained when comparing the
mean values of H(t) instead of the quasienergies are depicted by dashed orange lines. The difference between
panels a) and b) is that in a), the quasienergies have been restricted to the first Brillouin zone, whereas in b), they
have been extended to other zones when necessary. The vertical lines represent the values T = 1/Ω = Tc/4 (dotted
gray lines), which is the period value used in Section 4, T = π/Ω = πTc/4 (dashed green lines), which is the value
at which some eigenvalues of Hs start to exit the first Brillouin zone, and T = 4/Ω (dash-dotted black line), which
is the value of the characteristic time Tc.

to the imposed restriction on the quasienergies.
In fact, if we extend the corresponding quasiener-
gies to the appropriate Brillouin zone, the discon-
tinuity disappears, as can be observed in panel b)
of Fig. 4. The other two vertical lines correspond
to the period T = 1/Ω used in Section 4 (dotted
gray lines) and the characteristic time Tc (black
dot-dashed lines). As we can see in Fig. 4, the
quasienergies are closer to the calculations for the
static model than the mean energies, but still the
maximum deviation of both quantities for the se-
lected period T = 1/Ω are around 10−5–10−4.

B Atom–diatomic molecule coexis-
tence model

This work presents a new idea, which sug-
gests that the same information regarding phase
diagrams can be derived from either time-
independent Hamiltonians or time-dependent
quenched Hamiltonians. This concept is demon-
strated in Sections 3 and 4 using the LMG model
as an example. However, in order to empha-
size that this concept is not limited to the LMG
model, an additional example is provided here,
which involves a simple two-level model describ-
ing the interaction between individual atoms and
diatomic homo-nuclear molecules. Figure 5 illus-
trates a schematic representation of this model.

h̄(ω0 − ω)

a

b

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the atom-diatom
model. In this model, diatomic molecules (b) occupy the
lower energy level, while single atoms (a) reside in the
upper energy level. The energy difference, denoted as
ℏ(ω0 − ω), corresponds to the energy required to disso-
ciate the molecule into its two constituent atoms. This
figure has been adapted from [26].

To describe the model using a bosonic formula-
tion, two types of bosons are introduced: a, rep-
resenting individual atoms, and b, representing
diatomic molecules. The energy of each individ-
ual atom is ℏω0/2, while the energy of the di-
atomic molecule is ℏω. These particles interact,
and there are two limiting situations considered
in Ref. [26] with Hamiltonians

H1 = ℏ
2M

(ω0na + 2ωnb) , (21)

where na = a†a is the particle number operator
for type a-bosons (atoms) and nb = b†b is the par-
ticle number operator for type b-bosons (diatomic
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Figure 6: Energy correlation diagram for the atom-
diatom model [Eqs. (21) and (22)]. Panel a) displays
the correlation energy diagram for the time-independent
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as a function of the control
parameter ξ. In panel b), the correlation energy dia-
gram is shown for the quasienergies in the Floquet time-
dependent formalism. Panel c) illustrates the correlation
energy diagram for the Floquet mean energies. Finally,
the Floquet geometric phases for the ground and the first
excited states are displayed in panel d). All calculations
are performed with M = 20, ω0 = 2Ω, and ω = Ω.

molecules), and

H2 = ℏΩ
M3/2

(
b†aa + ba†a†

)
, (22)

where M = na + 2nb represents the total num-
ber of atoms, which is conserved, and Ω is the
coupling strength.

The time-independent energy correlation dia-
gram of the model can be easily obtained using
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). In Fig. 6 panel a), the
energy correlation diagram for the time indepen-
dent Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), as a function of the
continuous control parameter ξ, is depicted. Fol-
lowing the idea presented in Section 2, the same
problem can also be addressed using the time-
dependent Hamiltonian of Eq. (2). The results
for the Floquet quasienergies and mean energies,
as functions of the quench time t0, are presented
in Fig. 6—panels b) and c), respectively— for a
period T = 1/Ω. In this case, T ′

c = 1/Ω and
the threshold value in Eq. (18) is Tc ≈ 5.4695Ω,
satisfying for our choice of T the two conditions
T/T ′

c ≤ π and T/Tc sufficiently small. Despite
the distinct frameworks employed, the similari-
ties between the panel a) (time-independent) and
panels b) and c) (time-dependent) are evident, as

also observed in Fig. 2 for the LMG model. To
provide a comprehensive overview, the Floquet
geometric phases for the ground and the first ex-
cited states are presented in panel d).

In order to verify the applicability of these
ideas across different branches of physics, we con-
ducted calculations for the following additional
models, in addition to the one presented in Sec-
tions 3 and 4, and earlier in this Appendix:

• An extended Lipkin model (see Ref. [27]),
which exhibits a first-order quantum phase
transition in its ground state. The phase di-
agram of this model resembles that of the
Interacting Boson Model, which is of inter-
est in nuclear physics.

• The 2D limit of the vibron model (see
Ref. [28]), which is relevant in the study of
the molecular bending spectra.

• The Tavis-Cummings model (see Ref. [29]),
which describes the interaction between ra-
diation and matter and is of interest in quan-
tum optics.

For all these cases, the results obtained provide
further support for the conclusions reported in
this paper.
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